Get Started with Global Year of the Tiger 2022
Earn Your Stripes- Take this Tiger Expedition with Your Family!
Download the award-winning 20 Ways To Track A Tiger.interactive e-book (HD or LITE)
Get Ready- Tiger videos, photo galleries, filmmaker notes, original music, tiger and
jungle sound effects are all part of this discovery journey as one travels through each of the
unique e-book’s interactive chapters. You will be immersed in a story about the survival of a
wild Bengal tigress and her two cubs in the Indian jungle documented from a real wild tiger
film expedition led by a woman explorer, filmmaker and author, Carol J. Amore.
1.

Increase your family fun on-line learning by opening 20 Ways To Track A Tiger
e-book and starting with the first chapter. (20 Plus Chapters await you!)

2.

See the TIGERS Music video as you enter India’s wild tiger territories at the
opening of the e-book. Describe what you think it takes to survive there.

3. Touch the Indian Music Icon on the lower part of the opening page of each
chapter. This authentic Indian music will continue as you explore the chapter’s
interactive experiences. Watch for Tiger Sound Effect icons as well.
4.

Visually walk through the Chapter's Photos and involve the family plus friends.
- Based on the group’s interest, read the Photo Captions to learn more about
the wild tigers and other Indian wildlife.

5.

Explore the Special Photo Gallery and their unique captions within each chapter.

6.

Allow for different family members to share their observations of the wild tigers
and Indian wildlife. Have young children summarize what they observed for each
chapter. Children often remember best when they can talk about what they see & hear.

Gain Wild Tiger Conservation Learnings- Explore the 20 Ways To SAVE Tigers chapter
and visit its Photo Gallery to see how wild tiger field work is achieved..
(For more detailed wild tiger facts go to Panthera.org)
Share the Amazon or Apple links with other friends and family members by accessing
them on www.tigerstracking e-book section.
Gilbert M. Grosvenor, Chairman Emeritus,
Board of Trustees, National Geographic Society
“20 Ways To Track A Tiger is a ten-strike. A photographic treat.
Carol Amore, explorer extraordinaire, pays homage to the
majestic tiger with compelling images and fascinating stories.
With the passion of an explorer she stalks, captivates, and
uncovers the spirit of the tiger in the Indian wilderness.”

Visit www.tigerstracking.com

